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THE NEW physical education
building and heating center at
Fayette County Training

FACULTY MEMBERS a re
seen in this pose. They are
Thomas Adair, Mrs. Catherine
Steed, Mrs, McFerren, Samuel

GARMENTS

BEING

DLS-

school opened last February. Is
a fine example of the stride the
school has made since its or

ganization in 1912 in the old
Masonic Hall in Somerville.
The new building includes four

classrooms and a seating capacity of around 1-000 for the
gym. (Withers Photos)

•

A ravoa; clan Is In session _

Kohlheim, seen seated at his
desk, the school has added rest
rooms, drinking fountains, watter system, home economics
cottage, first aid room and
other improvements.

A COURSE in Driver Education was added in 1931. Here
Prof. II. E. Walker points
out features under the hood of
a new Chevrolet used in the

Vasser and George Garrett,
were hostess to a course on
tractor maintenance sponsored

Carpenter, Principal John W.
Kohlheim, Miss Ethel V. Mtn.rell, Ellis A. Bolden, M r s.
Maxine Stewart, Mrs. Louise

Jones, Chester Mays, Miss
Velma Barnett, Miss Peggie
Raines, Louis J. Wiley, Mrs.
Yancey, Mr. Turner, L. Pear.

son, Mrs. Shields and Leo Britten. Not seen are H. E. Walker, G. Garrett and William
Vasser.

BUSY BUILDING a shop for
the agriculture department
are members of the trade de-

partment, instructed by E. A.
Bolden. The active agriculture
department, under William

PLAYED here were all made
by these students. The instruc•

toe with sewing students Is

Mrs. E. IL McFerren.

ELSEWIIERE IN ECONOMICS seniors learn teamwork in
a baking class. Pictured here

In the home cc cottage with
Miss Ethel V. Murrell, instruc•
tor, are Misses Mimi. Mae

•

COMMERCE STUDENTS under supervision of Mrs. Peggie
Ann Willis, Instructor, are busy
at typewriter.. The deiart•

PRINCIPAL at Fa)ette Training School since 1949 is John
W. Kohlheim, who succeeded
Prof. David Hamilton, principal from 1941. Under Prof.

ment offers shorthand and typleg for students interested in
business education. The course

hers. The instructor Is Prof.

provides work which gives
each person an acquaintance
with typical machines a n d

B. K. Walker. (Withers rho.

business forms. - The course
emphasizes work-flow patterns
and the interdependence of
workers.

sec)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION plays
a big role in the Fayette
, County school program. These

WATER DISTILLATION and

Clark, Margaret Thurman, Dorothy Rivers, Normal J. Mil1

young ladles are being p u t
through exercises by Miss Vet.
Ina Burnette, L. Pearson is in

; the steps in conduct/4a such an
'1

course for four female stn.
dents. A student can earn 1.
unit and have his drivers license issued through the
Course.

recently by the l'ocatIonal Ag.
riculture Extension service.

ler, Alma Wainwright and LoNetts Clausell.

charge of the physical education department. The Fayette
teams have been outstanding

competitors in state play he
recent years and this seasou
Coach Samuel Carpenter's
Hornettes won the state title.

experiment — that is the discussion being led here by

chemistry instructor Lewitt Se
Wiley.
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SOCIETY
Merry --Goed ound
By Ernogene A. Watkins
rr

REAL- present. Mrs. .1. Gertrude John' HOW IMPORTANT IS
LY
whether the Easter Bun- son is reporter.
• ••
ny bring' the eggs .. whether
there will be new easter outlits
PRESIDENT LEVI WATKINS
for everybody in the house ... of S. A. Owen Junior College reeven whether that old suit gets turned to the city last week after
back from the cleaners in time attending the annual conference of
To mime Penni(' . . mighty im- American Association of Junior
portant! Because for them Easter colleges, in New York city, Mar.
Li merely an unofficial ... or 7.9. The 'president's charming wife
official as the case may be ... accompanied him.
On the way back the Watkinses
beginning of Spring .. • the day
they have been looking forward stopped in Philadelphia for a brief
to ever Mace they got through visit with family and friends. ..
talking abodt Santa Claus com- subsequently winging their way •'
ing and leaving. What to tell lads the Nation's capital where tin
about Easter eggs is so trite, were entertained as special guests
against what to tell them about of James C. Evans, assistant to
the Secretary of Defense.
Easter's meaning.
SILHOUETTES PLAN DEMIApproximately 20 girls will be
Floyd Campbell, debutante
They found it interesting indeed
' Nowhere in the Bible have I
T.11.NTE BALL — These ladles,
presented formally on Friday,
Standing: Mrs.
chairman.
.
to be present in Washington
read of Easter bunnies .. or
wives of members of Kappa
May 18, at Club Ebony. SeatMelvin Moore, treasurer, and
Easter eggs . . or brand new during the argumentative presenAlpha Psi fraternity, met med: Mesdames Frank Lewis,
Ernest Able'', general chairclothes. I read that everybody was tation of the South's infamous
eet' t 1 y at the residence et
in charge of decorations. A.
mac 'Atty. A. W. Willis Is
Manifesto
.
They
were met at muconcerned with the fact that Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Abron
R. Flowers, Thomas J. Willis,
Polemarch of Kappa Al ph a
had been crucified ... and every- nicipal airport upon their return
to organize plans for the ir
telephone; R. J. Redd). pubPsi Fraternity Floyd Campone concerned was happy over his by Dean Thomas I. Willard.
forthcoming presentation of
Reny; Robert Wynn, Se-keens;
bell is Debutante chairman.
•
•
•
having risen the third day
.
TO ENTERTAIN — An elabtheir annual Debutante Ball.
Tropicana, Friday, March 30,
Thomas Bethel, Benny Batts.
Doggett. Standing: Leckie*
(Hooks Bros. Photo.)
which we now call Easter Sunday. MEMBERS OF SEKPER Florate Peppermint Ball, their
for this very special occasion.
Steverson, V er a
Johnson.
' So don't be one of those people DELIS CLUB always look forward
first formal affair, will be the
Seated
on floor; Johnnye
Rosemarie Celeman, sad 'MelWho stays at home on Easter Sun- to a very pleasant evening when
delightful event planned by We
Black, Marilyn Tucker, club
ma Pickett. Uisabale to be
day because, "I didn't get any- Mrs. .Willie T. Jones .entertains
charming group, Les Belles
president, and Rosemarie Rob
present were Beatrice Price,
!tee chairman; Mrs. Carrie M.
thing new to wear" . . or that ... as she did on last Saturday
Ckarmant Social club. They
erts. 2nd row: Helen Burns,
Beatrice Jackson and Barbara
Denney, co-chairman. Other com'My last year's hat just woe't evening at her beautiful home on
have chosen Curries Club
Joan Johnson, and Vernet&
Carper. (Wittier: Pheto.)
mittee members are: Misses Jean
do"
. or any such foolishness Mallory. A handsome yellow and
Crowder, Ola Hudson, Mary Elresembling that. You would be brown umbrella with the long
lington; MesdameS Creswell, losegrossly guilty of ignoring the real curved Landle ... beautiful white
s
phine Dutton, Jeannette Forrester,
purpose of Ins day. U a new het gloves . . and a scarf draped
Mildred Freeman, Ruth Grant,
would make you feel perky,.. with roses at each end were the
By MABEL B. CROOKS
ter. Mrs. Mary Walker Pearl High LaVerne
Holland, Sadie Johnson,
or'even the new dress, buy it.. lovely prizes. Winning them were
"Youth Looks Ahead", annual i school teacher, is clinic entente- Lillian Thomas and Bessie Warner.
it is traditionally a good time to Mesdames Georgia Daacy, Annie
teenage clinic sponsored by Alchange over to spring things .
'Simpson and Adelaide Settles. .
pha Kappa Alpha's graduate chapBUT -don't let your spiritual re- in that order, The hostess preApril 6, is the date, Bruce Hall, rority. Mrs Annie Jean Goodloe
ter here served some 2,500 high
sponsibility go lacking becalm, sented her guest. Mrs. A. J. Polk
LeMoyne college is the place, g 11 chairman of publicity.
these gay evidences of the season' with a beautiful sdarf.
Clubs interested in making nom- school youngsters in Nashville and
are lacking. LET'S GO TO Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres p. m. is the time for the annual
inations for the Negro Junior Davidson County last week.
Conducted by the sorority for
l'HURCH SUNDAY ... regard- were served during the first part
Chamber of Commerce's young
projnet. Sigma Gamma Rho Sor-i
of the meeting with the lovely
less.
man of the year honor are being more than five years, the annual
* ••
dinner later consisting of baked ority, the theme of which is A i
urged to get the names of their clinic has as its purpose to proIT'S FASHION SHOW TIME ham, scolloped potatoes, broccoli, Talent Round-up in Disneyland.
candidates in as soon as possible. vide a counselling service for youth
again and those who are endow- pineapple gelatin salad, hot rolls.
The award' will be made Tues- dealing with problems of everyday;
An added feature for the evenday night, May 1. at Tony's Inn. living, growth and character de- •
ed with an appreciation of the coffee, ice cream and cake, Eas- ing will be the appearance of I: ,
well-dressed look .. and enjoy ter eggs. Needless to say every- Allyne Perkins as guest artist and .
Reservations for the banquet may velopment.
At Haynes High. Mrs. Lettie Gala
-viewing exciting styles and smart thing was very attractive.
be made through Leonard J. Small,
•
who will be crowned MISS RHO- ‘
As an added attraction, club MANIA. Miss Perkins
banquet chairman,
fashions will certainly be pleased
is dance in-'
y calling loway, director of the Eighteenth
JA- 7-6661 in the day and WH 2- Avenue Youth Center, was prinwhen they attend the "Bouquet of , member Georgia Dancy showed structor at AM&N college at Pine
cipal speaker. Mrs. Amyle BoyFashions," fashions from the Eas- movies of the previous meeting... Bluff. Ark., and is hereself an acA charming group of youngsters 4226 at night.
ter parade, which is being spon- It's really amusing to see your- complished dancer.
were presented in a delightful: Nominations should be sent to: kin, director, South Street Community Center, spoke at Camersored by the Keel Avenue Par- selves as others see you
It is the aim of the sorority program on Monday,March 19, at Memphis Negro Junior Chamber on High; and Mrs. Pearl Cresent Teacher Assoriation on Shnday, AMONG THE MANY CHRISof
Commerce
Hyde
Park
school,
.
395
Jensen st., Memby the Hyde
present a member
'April 15 from 3 to 6 p. in. at TENINGS scheduled for Easter ' each year to
Perk Parent-Teacher Association. phis, in care of M. L. Haywood. well, curator of Fisk university's
Van 'Vechtan Art Gallery, spoke
the school located at Fourth and Sunday will be included of the organization as Miss Rho- Highlight of the program was
a j Anyone may be nominated be- at Pearl High school.
Keel.
the chamring 4 months old son of mania. This year the Memphis To Thumb Wedcr
tween the ages of 21 and 36 who
chapter is proud to have obtainFollowing these speeches from
To local fashion model, Martha William and Addie Owens
Seventh and Eighth grade girls is of good moral character and
chapter members giving overall
Jean Steinberg will be featured little William F. Owen, jr., to be ed this person from the adjoin- sang a medley
I
has
shown
evidence
of
active
parof
songs which
counsel on problems confronting
hi,-, ticipation in his community's
along with several of her own se held at Mississippi Boulevard ing state. Arkansas.
dal affairs. Though a civic
hut,. youth as a whole today, panels
Mrs. Katherine Jones and Mrs. chided, "White Cliffs' el Dover,' or „
leeted models which she has Christian church, God parents
"He." and "Somebody
.
of consultants went into group sesBigger- ness, social
„
trained. Pupils at the school will will be Mrs. Maude Bright and Ritta Porter are co-chairman of
or professional club
accompaoiea
Lions with students and discussed
Rhoinania
obtain'rickets
can
be
,
participate also. Won't you cella A. B. Owen, jr. Little Bill will be
must
place
the
name
in nominal. specific
by O mar Robso
inn, music instruc- 1
problems taken from hunand be their guest?
wearing the same dress worn ed from any member of the Soperson entered as a cantor at the school. There was an Iti"anaitethedoes
dreds of questions which had been
by his sister Angela at her own
not
•••
have
to
be
a
meminterpretive dance by Janette Par.}be
handed the clinic committee. Areas
of the sponsoring group.
years ago.
Robinson, Norma Griffin.
in Joyce
A TALENT-CHARITY TEA will, christening, 15
covered were: personal relations
•••
Broome,
Yarborou
Jean
gh, V i r— family, courtship and marriage
be given at the Lelia Walker Club THE XAVIER CONCERT CHOIR eine Johnson and loriaa Weaver. The First, Second and Third
Ethel Knox, Shirley Galloway,
house on Easter Sunday
looking your best, adjusting to
from 4, will include selections by Bach and Other members present were Sa- grade students sang "Billy Boy"!Clarice
to 7 p. in. It will be sponsored by
Williams, Glenda Deener, college life, spiritual
and "Let Me Call You Sweetheart"
guidance.
Brahma
when
it
appears
McKinnie
Marie
bete
Bradford,
rah
,
the Child's Welfare Committee of
with Mrs. Clara Tate at the pi- Rhynette Norcros, Lulu Cation, how to be happy on your job, and
Sandra Joe McNeil, Fay Elders, being a
the City Federation of Colored Thursday, April 5, at Bruce Hell, Erma Laws, and Gwendolyn
gentlemkn.
Women's clubs. Members are look- Le Moyne college at $t p. in. The Nash.
Mrs. Geraldine B. Fort, who
Participants in the Tom Thumb Carolyn Treadwell, Mary John•
•
•
concert
is
open
to
the
GLADIOLI, ROSES, CARNATIONS, CHRYSANpublic,
with
ing forward to seeing all of their
son, Henrietta Smith, Mary Wade, heads Tennessee
State university's
no fee for admission.
THREE LOCAL GREEK letter Wedding were 'Charlotte Hack, Walterine Stewart,
friends and any others who de.
Alta Gray, Jes- clothing and textiles department,
Ulysses Jones, Peggy Prater,
THEMUMS, JONQUILS, IRISES, CARNATIONS,
sire to come. Mrs. Gorine S. The choir, under the direction organizations will bold their reJames Jackson. Peggy Norris, sic Pittman, Jane Williams, Celt is basileus of the graduate chapof
William
Benjamin
Chattanoo
gional
meetings
Merrell,
in
ga,
has
Young is president, Mrs. Isabellil
La Ron Anthony. Evelyn Chism, eelia Forbes, Williams. Simmon,
Blaciishire is chairman of the Tea.1 received high praise and acclaim Tenn. on Easter Week end. Re- Gilla
Johnson, Edwinor Porter, Ronnie Williams, Naaman Johnfrom critics for its excellent per- presentatives from Alpha Kappa
The Lincoin higirway„New York
GARDENIAS, ROSES, CARNATIONS,
•••
formances in most of the major Alpha sorority, Omega Psi Phi Linda Moore. Shirley Ann Burns, son. Erroll Johnson, Walter Mae to San Francisco, is 3,384 miles
lone
and Selwyn Blanchard.
MEMPHIS RETIRED TEACH.. cities in the East and Midwest, fraternity, and Zeta Phi Beta Jacqueline Puher, Sheryl Cotton,
I long.
/IMES AND ORCHIDS
ERS will have their regular miar- and for its regular overseas broad_ sorority will attend the
joint ac- Yvonne Reid, Collie M. Harris,
ALSO NOVELTY PLANTS IN BRASS OR
terly meeting on Wednesday, Ap- tests.
tivities that have been set up for Cheryl Carter, Maureen Chism,
ril 18 from 1 p. in. to 4 p.
Fred Waring, one of the fore- their meeting there: a joint pubCERAMIC ...$1.50 to $1500
at the Vance Avenue YWCA. All most choral authorities in the lic meeting, and a joint formal
members are urged by the pre- world, said "It is one of the very dance among other affairs,
have
sident, Mrs. Sarah Brown, to be finest choirs I have ever beard been planned.
Each group will
. . . anywhere!" The New Yost hold its own workshops and
ban- which was enjoyed by members
Times noted that "They sang with quet.
of Socialite club when Mrs. CharVeterans Benefit will present I urged to march in the
gigantic
a vecal color and richness, with
Among those in attendance will lene Gould entertained last week. Memphis' first Street-wide Easter Easter parade.
a wide range of dynamics. They be Sorors Mildred P. Home and She greeted her guests wearing parade at 2 p. m. Easter
SunThere will also be a Tea givhave a sense of musical flow a Hazel Pyles, delegates from Zeta a lovely Chinese ensemble, for day afternoon.
en
following the parade presented
professional group might envy." Phi Beta, and Sorors Bernice which she received many compliThe city of Memphis will block by the Lady's Auxiliary.
This
To quote tbe Scranton Tribune. Callaway, Melee N. Waterford, ments throughout the evening. off the street
beginning at fourth event will commence at 5 p. m.
"The Xavier Concert Chair is dose Gloria Callian, Sara R.
Souvinir Easter baskets were and Butler. The line of parade
Dixon.
until T p. m. The tea will be held
to pereection iet art. Never has Mita Quarles, Maggie D. Jordan, received by each member, and
will be from Fourth and Butler at MO Vance ave., Adm.
25 cents.
this reviewer heard or seen a cho- Laura Roberson and Bernice
Mc- they all had a jolly time.
up Mississippi, to Wellington to
For further information on the
ral group so close to perfection Clellan, also of Zeta Phi Beta.
Mrs.
Plummer
of
Alaska
669
will
point
:There is is rot.son wit y eseele as
of dispersal near VSSICe ave. Easter parade and
tea, please
a complete aesthetic present'. Starers Georgia Harvey a n d be the next hostess. Mrs.
Mary
.100. •• do bininsitss ..ith us
All churches, schooLs, social call Veterans Benefit
it
Inc., JAMary H. Potter will represent Al- Dell G Miens, president, Mrs. Mat- clubs
and
:is *VI prompt, fro•noilv eig ry
persons or any organiza- 31500, Miss Gladys Matthews, seWhy don't you plan to spend pha Kappa Alpha.
ti,
Coleman,
reporter.
tion, individuals and otherwise are cretary.
*Ow rtimoul 'ma"mow t sod
the evening of April 5' Is/teeing
din...
hole ye..
to these fine singers!
•••
()Pen Thursday Night.
THE
JUGS,
held a lively
Until 9:00
meeting at the residence of club
member Joeeplefte Bridges ail Saturday. Beautiful Apr ing flowers
gave warmth and color to the
occasion. Members and guests played bridge, watched tekeision, arid
152 MADISON AVE.
vied for prizes in a delightful parrisone IA 5 7611
ty game Winners were Velma
Hest* Owned Hon.. Oppm.yei
Lois Jones, and guest Helen
;Burns. Other guests included Jean

.
AKA's Teen-Age Cl.inic
Miss Rhomania Crowning Jaycees Urge Serves More Than 2 500
April 6 By Sigma Sorors Nominations
Be Sent Now

Easter •
Greetings

Hyde Park
Pupils In
'Veddig

FLORA'S
FLOWER SHOP

EASTER LILIES
$2.50 to $15.00
AZALEAS
$5.00 to $10.00
GLOXENIAS
$3,00,$4.00 & $5.00
GERANIUMS .....
$1.00 to $5.00
TUPLIPS
' $2.50 to $6.00
BEGONIAS
$1.50 to $3.50
POTTED CHRYSANTHEMUMS ......
....... $3.00 to $6.00
COMBINATION MIXED PLANTS
$3.50 to $10.00
CUT FLOWERS:

•

•

CORSAGES:

Vets
Cchh:psue!
Syii!
sy egrranvedddish!East Benefit To Parade
pr—Tea To Follow

LO
AN
S
AUTOS -

FLORA'S FLOWER SHOP •

729 VANCE AVE.

Phone IA 7-0870

FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT

INC.,

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY

LET HENLEY'S FLORAL SHOP
Express
Your Easter Greetings!

It is easy to choose a beautiful Illoemen
g
Pleat or Bouquet of Cut Flowers.
Your
church will oleo appreciate flowers.
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY!
Member Of FT S.
We Telegraph Flowers Anywhere. Our Staff Will
Be Happy To Serve You'
BEAUTIFUL [Arra LILIES POTTED PLANTS

SINCERE WISHES FOR YOUR
HAPPINESS AT THIS JOYFUL
TIME OF THE YEAR
mos. AMIN OlittiLlrY CAtAWPOltb, PROP
10115 Thomas
Phones JA 6-9390
IteasiAeoce

A4-41S7

4.kalb 61

s

A—, 406-1
rerlia

TOM
WEDDING —
This isesstaisl grow of
eters participated is a To in
Thumb Weitilisig on Monday,
•

Iso rim, —01 *I 41111

Marcel re at My*. Park
steroid under empires of 010
ifyie Pert PTA, nutriasn nt
the program tommitsee wag

in no

'

Mn. Margaret BleseliarL An
eieting her were Mee. E. R.
Jaws, Mrs. M. Thmeipsoa, and
Mn. Carter, PTA preside*

is Mrs. Ruby Smith. Pref. A.
M. Maud Is primelpel ef the
easel. (See story.)

Why
did the Air Force pick
General Davis?

•

0

Many Cities Represented
C,CiRDELE. Gs — t4 C.eries bare, Valdosta, Waycross
, Mcwere charming hostesses here re- cram., Lumber C i t y, Sylvester
,
cently at a beautiful anniversary
nnteroma Ames-ICUS. Ikea nsball in Southview school guilty- vine. Dublin. Ocilla, Fitzgerald
ium.
and Tifton. Ga
Elaborate necm-ations. dancing
and pretty souvenirs added to the
JEALOUS
enjoyment for merr)inaliers cornmg irons several neighboring nt.- "Is she Milieus! She was the
see.
only bride 111 town who ever had
They included residents of Moul- , male bridesmaids "
trie. Vienna. Macon, **mt., Al— "Amos '2' Andy.'

Give Flowers For Easter
By Westbrook%
EASTER ULIES
CORSAGES

$1.50 up

$130 to $12.00

POTTED PLANTS — CUT FLOWERS

Westbrooks Flower Shop
T116 ST. PAUL
•

Mow., IA

fl s9
S

Ctn.'s
tells you
why.

•

Out today

Crowell-Colby Publishing Co.,640 Fifth Ave.. N st" Yeti( 19, N
Publishers et Warnon's Home.Comparnon, Ceii,er's, Amsrlusn
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W.Va.Deltas'
Give 26th
Jabberwock

MAZETTA'S SOCIAL CLUB
entertained at Foote Homes
Auditorium with a dance on
Friday, March 23, which was
attended by a host of their

friends. Members are shown
left to right: Mrs. Frances
Carr, business manager; Mrs.
Millie Walker, Miss Eddie Mae
Cowans, secretary; Mrs. Doro-

thy Boyd, vice president; Mrs.
Mary
Fowlkes, president,
Mrs. Grace Clark, chaplain;
Mrs. Dorothy Jordan, report-

er, Mrs. Lula Dawkins, treas.
are Mesdames Adelinea Morrell, Odessa Moore, and Betty Winfrey. (Withers Photo)

Sends Five To
Detroit Confab

•

The Travelers Aid Society of
Memphis sent five delegates to
the ninth Biennial Convention of
the National Travelers Aid Association held in Detroit. March 2224. reports Irvin Gogatin, president of the Society.
An active role in the convention,
which will bring together representatives of more than 100 Travelers Aid Societies and units from
Ooast to coast, was played by Lewfs Donelson III, vice president of
National Travelers Aid Association and Miss Eva Sams, who
sorved on program committee
and acted as a resource person
for the convention. Others from
the local Society were Mrs. Asher
Myers, board member: Mrs. Ruth
Winchell. case supervisor. and
Mrs. Alma Black, case worker.

11, •

Endowment Club
Sponsors Movie
The Lane College Endowment
club of Mt. Pisgah CNIE church
presented a two-hour show on the
life of Christ, "I Am The Light,"
before an appreciative audience.
Rev. D. W. Browning is church
pastor.
Miss Charlotte Howard, president of the LCE club expressed
the club's thanks to club members and their friends for the wonderful support given.

di:i:/h4;767;dieei)
Ba0e
'T1
,
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•

Sat., March 11, 1956 1 I

INSTITUTE, W. VA.—The sorors of Alpha Delta chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority presented their 26th annual Jabberwock program in the West Virginia State College auditorium last
Friday.
This annual affair was sponsored by the somrity to give financial aid to some deserving high
school graduate.
The theme of this year's Jabberwock was "The Komic Kappers" The program consisted of
skits which were presented by
Greek Letter organizations Zeta
Phi Beta and Alpha Kappa Alpha sororites Kappa Alpha Psi,
Omega Psi l'hi. and Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternities.
Auother feature of the program
was the crowining of Miss Jabberwock, the petite Miss Emiko
Althea King. For interlude entertainment Gigiann Hunter of Williamson; Harold Brooks, Memphis. Tenn.; Perry Gilee, MorganWashington,
town; and Nobel
Charleston furnished piano, vocal
and dance selections. Masako
Murayama of Kagoshima City.
Japan also gave a Japanese
spring dance. The sorors of Delta
Sigma Theta participated in the
prologue and epilogue.

ENTERTAIN AT COCKTAII.
PARTY — Memphis Pan Hellenic Council representatives
and Delta Sigma Theta sorority members gathered before
the impressive pyramid, part
of the decorations seen at the
entrance at Club Ebony on
Saturday, March 17, when the
Council was host to an elaborate Cocktail party preceding
the formal dance, in honor of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
Area Meeting guests. Kneel-

Delta sigma Theta; Miss COlug (left. to right), Miss M.
rinne D. Maybuce, Delta Sig.
Lucia James, past Southern
ma Theta, Southwestern ReRegional director of Delta Siggional Director of Baton Rouge.
ma Theta, Tallahassee. Fla..
La., John C. Parker, Omega
Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway, Zeta
Psi Phi, Robert Wynn, Kappa
Woods, Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Alpha Psi; Miss Eurline Couch,
Miss Geraldine Diamond, DelDelta Sigma Theta, Miss Glota Sigma Theta. Standing.
ria (Allan, Zeta Phi Beta,
(2d row) Robert S. Lewis, AlMrs. Frances M. Duvall, Alpha Phi Alpha; Mrs. Marie
1.. Adams. Sigma Gamma Rho, pha Kappa Alpha, and Mrs.
Mary W. Collier, Delta SigJohn I.. Outlaw, Phi Beta Sigma Theta. (Withers Photo.)
ma; Miss Georgia Stew art,

Gordon'sJewelry
Will Open Store

FADS PTA SPONSORS PROGRAM — Members of the
PTA at Eads Elementary
school, Eads. Tenn., are shown
With guests and speakers following a successful program
that had as its theme "A Good

Model Feted
At Birthday
Gathering
Last Sunday evening, lovely fashion model, Margaret Ellis,
was feted at her home. The occasion was a birthday celebration,
with Miss Ellis as the honoree and
hostess.
Soft lighting harmonized beautifully with the floral decor gracing
the table. There was a variety of
delicacies for the many guests.
The party program was led by
L. Delone Kimbrough, who directed group singing dedicated to the
hostess. An impromptu recording
session followed, then dancing.

Oi Po 1,

Taystee Bread POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
.31

RECORDS FOR

EVERYONE

306 Poplar at Lauderdale
Phone JA

5-6348

•

Neighbor." Rev. Eugene Waller of Early Grove Baptist
church, was guest speaker.
Front row 1.r: C. A. Harris,
Rev. L. A. Scruggs, Mrs. L.
U. Bond Smith, M. W Townsend, S C. Harris, Prof. Pres-

cot4 G Fisher. 2d row (I-r)
Mrs. Verlia B. Harris, Mrs.
Elizabeth Townsend, Rev. N.
L. Threats, Rev. Eugene Waller, Rev, 0, C. Crivens, Ernest Brazzle. and Miss
E.
Jackson. (Coleman Photo)

General Davis Calling
AF Signals On Formosa

A new top business firm is coming to Memphis.
Construction is to begin within
a few days on Gordon's Quality
Jewelers store at 110 South Main.
The firm, which has headquarters in Houston. Tex., plans to
open its new store here about
mid-May. The local shop is to be
attractive modern design and airconditioned.
Gordan's operate stores in Texas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama,
Arkansas and Tennessee. T h e
company was founded in 1905 by
M. M. Gordon, now chairman of
the board of directors.
Harry B. Gordon is president;
Aron S. Gordon, vice president,
and I. L. Miller. secretary.
When the store opens here the
Gordon's firm will have a total
of 36 shops in six states.

Calling signals on the world's . old airman, Benjamin 0. Davis,
touchiest front these days — Tai- jr., the U. S. Air Force's first
wan (Formosa) is a 43-year• Negro general.
If the Chinese Communists attack Taiwan General Davis will
have the responsibility for integrating American and Chinese
fighter units into a single striking
force.
Peter Kalischer, writing in the I
current Collier's, points out that
Davis is the second Negro general in U. S. history; his father,
now retired, was the first.
SEVEN YEARS AGO
"It was only seven years ago
that "integration" had a very personal meaning for Davis and all
Negroes in uniform. President Harry S. Truman ordered the end of
segregation in the armed forces
and the integration of Negro and
white units," Kalischer says.
A trail blazer for his race in
the Air Force (as his father had
been in the Army,) Davis crossed
the "Great Divide" with an impressive war record, a command
MISS JABBERWOCK R 0 Yand a charming wife,
"presence"
DoroMiss
is
ALTY—Pictured
the Collier's article.
according
to
thy Jean Spann of Tupelo,
During World War II, Davis
Miss., who was crowned "Miss
commanded the all-Negro 332nd
Jabberwock" at annual JabFighter Group which flew longberwock presented by Delta
range bomber escort duty for the
Sigma Theta sorority in Jack15th Air Force bombers deep into
son, Tenn. She received a $100
the Balkans, Poland, Romania, and
scholarship to Lane college. To
Germany.
her left is third place winner,
Davis received a Silver Star, a
Miss Carrie Graves of Browns- Legion of Merit, a Distinguished
ville, Tenn., who received a
Flying Cross and the Air Medal
$50 scholarship and Miss Fredwith Four Oak Leaf Clusters.
die Lue Clark on her right, READY ON TIME
of Jackson, Tenn., who was
He came to Taiwan after duty
second place winner received
in Korea and Japan and was ordered to get his new command,
a $75 scholarship.

INSTALLS
CLUB
CIVIC
OFFICERS — Chaplain Lee
Thigpen of Kennedy hospital,
installed officers of the New
Light Civic Club of Orange
Mound. The meeting was held

at Union Baptist church, David and Park sts. New president Is Anderson Mitchell,
shown in wheel chair, being
greeted by Chaplain Thigpen.
Left to right: E. Stanback,

George W. Johnson. Frank W.
Newson, Mrs. Lucille Hill, Luther Reddick, Rev. P. D. Dc'
berry, Mrs. Ethel Lee. Mrs.
Czermina Booth and James
Booth. (Withers Photo.)

WALLACE JOHNSTON Appliances

brings you
G.E.'s NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TV
THE MOST USEFUL TV EVER!
MISS MARY BEAL — Glamorous model and proprietor of
Mary Beal's Gift Shop is enjoying a pleasurable holiday
seeing the sights in such important areas as Detroit, New
York, California, Arizona and
Mexico City. She has had a
wonderful time viewing t h e
spring fashions, and gathering
ideas for her hat collection for
the spring. She'll be gone a
few weeks more before returning.
U. S. Task Force 13, operational
in a month, Kalischer says in Collier's.
"In my 23 years in the Ai rl
Force," comments a frosty-eyed
colonel in Davis' command, "I
never saw anybody do so much!
in so little time with what was.
on hand. ATF 13 was in business
on schedule."

"KW UMW

Goes where zal_go!INDOORS, OUTDOORS,
ALL AROUND THE HOUSE?
ACIVALLY is one-third

Mailer than any other TV
of its type. Take it on trips. From room to room
Out on the terrace. Anywhere there's an outlet.

Features rugged built-to-travel cabinet, built-in
antenna. Dynapower speaker, 2-way interference
protection. In cordovan finish, Model 14T007.
alrhe two-ton. series with•
new ear look. Center handle is
aluminum. Available in terra
aorta & ivory (Model 14T00,
1)
or gray & ivory (Model
14T008)
one low pries fe•
14-ioch TV!

•

S11995
Easy Terms

Tere is no beverage in the
world as eagerly welcomed by
young and old alike as bright
and bracing Coca-Cola. For
entertaiping in your home...
for those many magic momenta
that call for refreshment...
rieep well supplied with
Coct-Cola. Stock up... today.

We Sell All G. E. Appliances Made
We Deliver - We Install - We Service

Take

i
&Koz

We Carry Our Own Notes And Contracts
• TWO LOCATIONS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

home

SOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OE THE COCA-COLA IOTTLINO COMPANY SY

COCA COI_A POTTI INC. COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
0 MS. THE COCA-COLA COOAPAKI
*We Is•rvalstored trodoqvast.

BOTH OPEN EVERY NITE TIL 9 P.M.

VISITS WARDS — The Spirit
of Cotton was a charming visitor as she stopped to chat with
these gentlemen during her

visit to the Veteran Administration Medical Teaching Group
hospital (Kennedy) on 'Thursday, March 22. Enjoying her

as.

company were: (left to right)
William J. Spann, Anderson
Mitchell and Herbert Oglesby. (HooksPhoto.)

760 UNION at Forrest Park
i

-

IA. 7-2631

•

2268 PARK at
Lamar-Airways Shopping Center
33-R507

Talk TV 'Calypso Show' With Harry Belatonte'
Folk Songs Will
Vie With Tropic
Dance Routines

Summer Time Plus Summer Song Equals Americans Abroad

BY HILLDA SEE

packages sent out are booked by
agencies that do not own t ii e
NEW YORK—One never knows "name"
artists
included. This
kanat one is likely. to hear and see could well
be the plan of those in.
when visiting Broadway hangouts, terested in launching
th new TV
whatever the purpose of the visit. show.
Most every out-of-towner here
While Belafonte will ar in the
ever past few days had his or her show, if
it materializes, there will
niltid set on being among t h e be a number
of other "names" on
favored few able to get tickets to the program.
Several top ranking
'Mr. Wonderful," the Sam my calypso
singers and dancers, most
Davis, Jr., starred that premier- of
them from the various Islands
ed at Broadway theatre last Thurs- will be included.
day. But no one, especially the
Among the reason for such a
amusement minded, would dare show being
considered is fact that
close an eye or ear to what else Belafonte has
become such a flax:night be learned in this, the in. tional favorite
with folk songs and
ternational home of
everything the popularity of Josh White
with
theatreical. We didn't and thus the same
style. Then too Broadbenefitted thereby.
way knows of the success Kathrine
' Among the things learned, if not Dunham has
had with tropical SUMMER SONG, a thrilling
the most important, is that a music and
musical with wedding theme
dances. Not only is
Broadway agency has offered an aliss Dunham
a favorite on Broad- Is title of this play being preen calypso show up for bidding by way but her shows
have been suethe two major chains. How au- cessful
wherever they have travelthientie the offers is cannot be ed.
determined at this time. For one
Lack of assurance that the prothing the agency talking business posed
show will get past the planwith hope of getting the program ning
stage was not available dur- 1 Europe
sponsored promises Harry Bela- ing our
stay in New York. Harry '
fonte as the show's star. And the Belafonte
could not be reached
agency has no contract with t h e and
the major chains, TV wise,
singing star,
J had no information of plans
for
Admittedly, however, is ine fact such a show.
However one veep
that such deals are
completed did admit having been approach
.
through the simple process of seed about a show starring Bela.
curing the right to stars from an- fonte.
He was sure if it was calpso
other management. Many of the or
not.

sented at London's Princess
theatre. Edrie Connor (in odd
vest plays the role of "best

Man" in the wedding that has
Its setting in mid-west lamedea. Connor is a native of Tr-

idad who spent considerable
time in the U. S. P 1 a y
launched opening of summer
theatre season in Europe.

To
Lif
t
•
•
Legitimate Shows
'Ban'Is Report

Does Band Make
The Singer? Has
Pro, Con Answer

There is a question that disturbs "no" to this of course.
,travel by bands and shows. It has
this corner even though no cornalso set off a report that several
This latter group argues and not
pulsion directs the answer. That is
NEW YORK — The current rule current Broadway shows
plan an
does the band make the singer or without common sense that Joe
regarding' large attractions, corn- invasion
,I
of Europe. They'll harddoes it just help bring out what is had it all along. It is just that Basie
plete bands and shows appearing i v
make world tour as did "Porgy
gave him the chance to dish it Out
within the artist all the time?
Europe
as interepeted by U. S.:and Bess" but
in
at least play the
There are two bands, Ellington in "better" circles. And supportagents, will soon be changed it was
1.4t1h1.
i major cities in Europe.
and Basic, that might be used as ers of Al Nibbler say the same
being whispered along the stem ,
Ellington-Hibbler
Of late most of the Broadway
ZIGGY JOHNSON
food for argument even if not thing of the
this week.
shows like "King
and l'' and
as basis for the solution. The vo- hookup.
For quite a few years now it South Pacific
I DETROIT — The fabulous Abe
have
been staged
calists in this care are Al Nibbler, Arguments in both instaces in(Editor's note: Man musthavet has been difficult for an American abroad
l
with local talent. In many
Saperatein called me the other day his
one time Ellington ace and Joe dicate most people feel the artists
mouthpiece, en Fred Byrd?) lband and accompaning stage show .eases U. S. Money has backed the
and said, ''Ziggy, you must know
Williams, the current Baste chir- had the necessary talents when
Al Green was huddlina with the to tour abroad. Many leaders who venture
but only partially. Most of
I'm tired as I've just returned
per. Both are tops in their field. they joined the bands hut because
. Royal Jokers, and all is- well . wished to take their bands abroad the
players
money and all the
ifrom Australia and other parts of
Both reached the top during their no breaks had come along
had
Alth(917;!1 I think I know <everal
belief that on 1y
("" to
were Europeans. Ocassionally as
e
Eurape, but I did %%ant you to
connection with the respective been unable to sell what they posreasons "why the show must go certain number of artists could be was true of "The King
and
know we have considered you as
I" an
orks.
sessed nationally. 'It is true," one
on," I'll be waiting very patient- booked abroad under same banner. American or two
was in the cast ALSO GETTING PREPARED
daughter of the late Coleridge.
ine producer of our show that a ill
When Nibbler joined Ellington expert said, "that a good band
ly for Larry Steele's autobioara- This meant small combos with but most of the players
Taylor, American composer,
were Lon- for summer run is the Colera he road in the fall and later
several seasons back he was little can improve an artists program
phy of -Why the Show Must Go acts on the variaty scale with doners. Muriel
Smith, a
Harle- idge-Taylor singers. Group unand one of the world's most
:
the Scandinavian countries. On?"
known. Certainly Ellington s a w but they do not have to add to his
standbys demanded, was the exmfte, was cast prominently in the der directon of Miss Avril Colfamous musician- singers.
will fly there some time next
something in the guy. Something talents." One thing a
band can
I see where they are troinc to tent of the engagements over latter production.
eridge, extreme left, is comMiss Taylor will tour Europe
eek to talk to you further on the
more than had been visioned by and often does, is add to the melotry and pass a law outlawing seas'
posed
West
most
Indian
of
with
her
group
a etc that we will try to assemble." i
of 16 and then
However Americans witnessing
the pollsters who had not even in- dy of singer's works. In many inThis condition, Europeans con- the
singers. Miss Taylor is the
take for other parts.
t Editor s note: I guess when a guy common low marriages. N o w
performances abroad claim
eluded the guy in the selections: stances the bank picks up an arl that's going to prove pre:ty tough tended, was due to America's
something was
works hard enough and waits for
Then came the stay with Duke and tists where he is weakest on a
lacking. They
for some • guys srd sir's. It just having made the first move in argue
the European performers
Hibbler became a sort of "seeded.
a break, they'll soon come. This,t
' certain performance or program.
means fellows sou a ill have to !that respect. They say bands from are rarely
as good as the originals
guy with the pollsters. For two Singers, like other artists are betof course, means also that you try m arry the
/London and other cities abroad
girl.
who appeared in the New York
years straight, after joining Duke ter some days than on other octo live by the code of the B i g
Nice note from Leanna Bush who ' had difficulty arranging tours in version.
Thus with chances of te
Al
won or finshed closeup in all casions and that is where the band
Boss.)
is taking Philadelphia for it a n d this country
because of union big change
national "best" polls. Thus with steps in.
coming it is safe to say
Musical man Rudy Rutherford stating she
True
or
false,
may
the
bands
net
er return to 'dn.'.
Europeans will see
two less than two seasons of travel
had his clarinet stolen the other our
most of the
However some of the critics go
town. (Editor's note: Come cros-ms the pond were few and productions
under his belt Nibbler was being more into
with
original
night and his plea is that the gen- leanna.
cast.
detail. Some claim Ella
what will your friends and far between on either continent.
called the nation's greatest voca- Fitzgeral
tleman who made off with it,
That too, might well please t h e
However there is a
d was at her best when
that tall handsome man s a
current
list,
HAZEL
By
please send the mouthpiece back. about
A. WASHINGTON
appearing with the late Chick
rumor that all that has been authors, composers and producers
that?
1
And now comes Joe Williams, Webb's
changed here as well as in Europe , who win wide acclaim
band. They also contend
HOLLYWOOD — The Awards of honor of singing the first of the current rage
through
via the Basie voca- . Lena Horne was at her earliest
thus permitting inter-continent ! success of
! The Academy of Motion Pictures five nominated songs, "Unchained ' lists chair. Joe, a Chicago
the original.
boy had 'best when accompanied by Horace
Arts and Sciences are in, and I Melody" from Unchained, a n d been singing in Windy City night
Henderson, They even say the
was there, or rather I was here right then and there, I thought it clubs for years with no special
at- great Horne had a sort of let down
in Hollywood for those presenta- was the winner, and I'm sure you tention being paid him. Then came
for a while until recently. Her retions made in the RK0 Pantages did too, but it was not to be. The the job with Count Basie and overturn to the top bracket, the so call.
boulevard
Theatre on the
, and a eventual winner, "Love is a Many- night Joe Williams became the ed
experts claim
arrived after
real show it was front beginning Splendored Thing."
toast of Broadway, Harlem, Chi- hubby Lennie
and the old Duke
to end.
From the time that the picture cago's southside Los Angeles' Cen- Ellington arranger
, Billy StrayHOLLYWOOD, Calif. — Earl 1
As we have so often said, many 'Marty' won the Oscar as t h e tral avenue. Was the guy that good ! home
took up the behind the
Grant, a University of Southern
are the stars that we have seen, best screenplay, and then one for all along or did Basie endow him i scenes
slack. They even argue
California graduate studen t,
but never have so many beautiful the Best Achievement in Direct- with what it takes? Mans' sk,v had that Billy
LOS ANGELES — Louise BeavEckstine, for a while at
taking his masters degree
grammed during the summer. women, and important actors and ing, it developed to us, that sure- not Basie's music been behind .Toe least,
missed
ers
the piano backing of
who
took
over
the
title
role Likewise she was reported set to actresses been together at one ly Ernest Borgnine must win the he would still be
in music, may find his fujust another Earl Hines when he set out as
in the radio 'Beulah" show is re- make
a
ture changed by the results of his
several TV films and radio time, even when they flashed back coveted award for the Best Per- s'Ager. There are others who say single several
seasons back.
ported seriously ill at University tapes
term thesis, "Music in the Enterof the "Beulah'' show. Now to New York, and the very large formance by an Actor, and win he
hospital here. Just how serious
tainment World." Earl planned to
TV screen in the theatre here, one did. With three awards in, what
is the attack no one appears will- they must all await her recovery.
become a music teacher, but to
felt that they were also right here then would he more appropriate
Louise
Beavers
gained her first
ing to say and her physician, Dr.
work his way through school and
among us. No doubt you were able that with this combination, 'MarF. T. Moore was unavailable at national acclaim as the mother
accumulate material for his thesis
to see much on your television ty' was declared the Best Motion
of
''Peola''
in
press
the
mixed
time.
Miss Beavers was
blood sets, but I know that
he appeared in a night club near
in spite of Picture of the Year • • . One Picrushed from the attractive home story filmed as 'Imitation of
the school, "The Pigalle." A rethe wonders and marvels of this ture .. four Oscars, that is about
Life."
New
York's
West
on
Freddie
side,
Washto
the
hospital folcording executive for Prince Refantastic medium, you missed the par for the course.
lowing an attack. News of her ill- ington, newspaper woman and sis- color
cords heard him and signed him
of the formally dress audi.
Beautiful women. Grace Kelly,
ter-in-law
of
Congressman A. Clayness did not become public for
to a contract. His first release,
ence. Let me tell you more, let in her slender loveliness, in a prinseseral days after her removal to ton Powell was in the role of "Pe"Little Girl Lost" and -Love Can't
me be your eyes, and take y o u cess' gown of delicate white, Suola."
the institution.
Be A One Way Street' had such a
back one week to this once a year san Hayward, a simply gorgeous
This 'Rock 'N Roll' business, up for the label
witn, the press
Louise Beavers is well known
fabulous reaction that his career
Following that success Miss show of shows.
red haired beauty, with a white disc wise. apepars to be what the agents say, a new kind of blues.
to theatre and film fans the na- Beavers moved
now looks like a big one as an enon to greater
Jerry Lewis. introduced Claud- lace gown, the defies description. buyers want and most certainly it "Rock 'N Roll and jazz.
tion over. She just recently ended heights appearing in a
tertainer.
number of ette Colbert, who in turn, opened Peggy Lee, attired in red jersey, is what several major recording
an extensive tour with the Mae pictures. Once being
The same thing may be said of
mentioned the show proper by introducing in Audrey Hepburn, Jo Van Fleet, companies are turning to for big
After leaving his home town of
Wcst
show and was ta have start- as a candidate for a best support- New York's
King
Records where such artists
Kansas City, he attended the Unidough
NBC Century Theatre. Natalie Wood, all so glamorous,
purposes.
ed work on a radio show to be pro- ing actress "Oscar."
versity of Southern California.
Atlantic records, one of t h e as Bullmoose Jackson Earl BosOur own Harry Belafonte had the and sweet in exclusive gowns, each
tic, Bill Doggett, Little Willie
majoring in music. After that he
of which seemed to fit their in- major labels dealing with jazz,
EARL GRAN f
John, Lucky %Hinder and scores
got enough credits at the Kansas
personality
perfectly, Rock 'N Roll. blues or whatever
dividual
of others set a groovy pattern.
City Conservatory of Music, the Army took
were set off by such handsome one chooses to call the style, just
him around the coon •
New Rochelle Conservatory. N. try until he landed
gentlemen as Frank Sinatra, about controls Central avenue, Then there is Mercury with Buddy
back here in
Johnson, The Penguins, Red Pry.
Y., De Paul University, Chicago, 1955 to enrol as
James Cagney, Maurice Chavalier, Harlem and 47th and South
a graduate stuIll., to teach, A trick in the U. S. dent at Vs's. of
Spencer Tracy and young and Parkway. If you've traveled you sock, and others jamming t h e
S. C.
"Roll." And even RCA-Victor has
handsome Jack Lemmon, and Oh! must know the cities the streets
So! Many more, I could go for al- and section referred to above rep- heard the call to "go Rock 'N
Roll.'
resent.
most forever.
NEW YORK — Dizzy Gillespie. : It had been Isnas.n for sometime
With
such
top Rock and Rollers
There are of course houses attime. For one thing the artist had
the famed bebop trumpet plaserlthat Dizzy was to be sent
as Ruth Brown, Lavern Baker, tempting to hold out on the style
on such to forget all about previous comand his combo of greats left last a jazz mission but few knew
Guitar Slim, Drifters group; Joe hut only reluctantly due to split
the mittments and bookings here in
eek on a 10-week concert tour of
Turner, McPhatter, Pete Johnson in management. Same goes for
the
states
to
accept
the assignthe Middle East sponsored by the
and others on the label, Atlantic the disc jockeys, many of whom
ment.
. S:sie Department.
is dishing out some. of the most have gone on the "Rock N Rana"
The
Gillespie
tour is part of a
I Purpose for the tour, so far a. s
sought after records dealing with jazz kick. Others of course stick to
The Fisk
University
choral
series of such jaunts planned by
Other choirs ut is •• ssndav series , the
sovernment is concerned is to
the styles. And from all reports the more progressive jazz hut the
group of Nashville, Tenn., will be for the month of
the
State
Departme
nt,
spokesoeec
a
h/Drama
April include:
spread good will via jazz music
there are other artists being lined latter group is in the minority.
presented on "Negro
man told newsmen. Just who the
College Apr. 8 — Morris Brown Colleae. in
the middle East where the Ire:•
Choir," Easter Sunday, April 1 Atlanta Ga: Apri.
others are he would not, or could
15 — Clark Col- Curain operator; appear interestLONDON — (ANP) — Three of
(ABC Radio, 9:35-10 A. al..)
not say, reporters are saying. Britian's largest
lege, Atlanta, Ga.; April 22 — ed in spreadin
•
theater chains
g their leek.
I FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — The Hoever
w
it is well know that seve- have refused to show
Lane College, Jackson, Tenn; Apr.
films
of
The trip is %et's- mach on the Twentieth
Annual Conference of ral big names are on the list for Queen Elizabeth's tour of Nigeria.
29— Xavier Unisers0. New
or- oriar oi ri cent one t s,. presented the National
Associataan of Dram- , future invasions of foreign fields They said it lacked public
leans, La.
interest.
-Pt:ray And Bess" o...y it will not atm and Speech
Orts will be held at the epense of State Department. The one-hour color film,
/111
called
be as extensive. Likewise it is at Teachers College
here April 11- Names that are
well
known
"Nigeria
Greets
Her Queen," was
along the same lines a; the one 15. Associati
on's President, Floyd abroad. It would be useless to send made by the Federal Informati
Ragio
on
planned for Louis Armstrong later T.. Sandie, Instructo
r in Speech and any other kind,
Service
Nigeria.
in
in the year.
1 PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Regular
Drama at the Grambling college, Before sailing Dizzy indicated
charge of all news
broadcasts.
The only company booking the
Gillespie, his style 'and horn Grambling, La., will he in charge. to friends
that he will take a few film in London is the American broadcasts of local news featuring Kelley is an experience newspaGREENSBORO, N. C.
are big favorites the world over The activities on Thursday April weeks
,
vacation when the tour is company, Metho-Goldwyn-Mayer, tape record ed "WILY Newsphnne" per reporter
— (ANP) — Muriel Rahan, opera
Jazz trombonkts Kai \V'
and writer. He serve
and dotlars to doughnuts his pre- 12 will be heightened by
a key- completed. "And I'll rest
star of the "Carmen Jones" show and.1. J. Johnson. and the o !i• ence in
over which has one theater,
interviews with local personalities ed as Pittsburg
the sector will be hailed note address by Paul Green, au- there,"
h correspondent for
he told
The three cpmpanies that turn- in the news, began this week over
reporters
will appear here in concert Wed- Poterson Trio provide -13.1-in by fans
and
and critics alike. Old (lit thar of the Pulitzer-prize winning Triends. He
the Chicago Defender. He
(lid
nes
not elaborate. (el down the movie are
nesday, March 28, in Harrison Au- Street Jan" from the famed New za,
Odeon,
radio station WILY. Ernie Tannen,
a great musician knows how
Therefore it is not known if he'll Gaumont and ABC, which control vice-president and general manag- been married five years to Jean
ditorium,
York center of "cool" 'an, Sat- to sell himself and his ware,.. He'll Play. "In Abraham's Bosom."
keep the men with him when rest 1100 theaters in Britian. Their re- er, anouced the appointm
The college s Ls(mum Commit- Imlay, March 31 at 9:30-10:00 p.m., do just
ent of Potts Kelley. They have three
that on this trip and at
Submarine cable weighs about time comes on that side of the fusel brought sharp criticism
tee is sponsoring the concert.
in Holland Kelley to the newly creat- children, George Jean, Ralph 24
EST.
the expense of Uncle Sam.
119 tons to the mile.
, pond.
the British press.
ed position of news editor, in ward and Holland Frank
U.

raG
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California Stutlegt
Finds Nitery

Louise Beavers ill,
So Radio Show Must
Wait; Even 'Beulah'

-1••=.••••••••••••••••
-

•

,'Rock 'N Roll' Presents
Odd Problem; How Cash
Can Be Made Without It

'Dizzy' Gillespie Off
On Jaunt In Mid East

Fisk Launches April
College Broadcasts

The National

Grour) Meets

'Carmen Jones'
Ace At A And!

I

Oscar Peterson
Joins Jahnson

•

Theatres Nix
Queen's Tour
Of Nigeria

x-Defendente On
In Pittsburgh

•

4
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•Nate ThomasAnd Glablys King WinSweeps

•

DobyOn HittingRampage
For Sox In- Exhibitions

Seymour,
Washington
Win Prizes .

BIG ATHLETIC PROGRAM
Michigan State's huge intramural athletic program annually involves nearly 7,000 students in 27
I activities.

Louisiana Tech Cancels
Gri(1, Game On Race Lines . .

SHRF:VEPORT, La, — Louisi- , cause of a contract stipulating for Noii. 10 at the State Fair sta- If spring training periamance hit five home runs for the White lilwaukee Braves last Thursday. I off bats frequently this spring.
Tech last week cancelled a that "no player be barred because dium here.
the
leaders
are
Among
White
the
won
by
Harry
Nate
Thomas,
Chicago,
and
ana
was
His
The
contest
runs.
11
drove
in
is indicative of what's to come Sox and
,
football game here with of race or creed."
Dr. R. L Ropp, Tech president,
scheduled
AthletKansas
Simpson.
the
City
contributed
King.
Gladys
Chestnut
Doby
Indianaand
Sox,
8
to
6,
and
this season, Larry Doby is going batting mark was around .450
ve
elaw
nan n the
Was
four: Ernie polis, captured the open division the new Air Force academy he. , The game had been scheduled said the
to make that big trade between his slugging percentage better, two home runs and four RBIs les' outfielder, with
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relay in the Washington, (D. C.)
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, in the 100, Edward King captured
THE SAME THING was wrong culation.this season. The team has
professional athletic contests (a
will open their outdoor season at
'the mile run in 5:16, and Willie
result of the Pitt-Georgia Tech with Dunbar high school's Hellcats been-in charge of Rittmeyer. Ever
Virginia State college, Saturday,
is
Jones took first in the shot-put
football game) between Negroes as was wrong with the University Principal Clifford Campbell
doalways
be
"We'll
optimistic.
Chicagoans
March
31, despite training diffiwith a heave of 37 feet.
Illinois
quintet.
The
and caucasians in the states or of
1 The Chicago Women's Golf! The Windy City club was wedded
placed third in the Illinois State ing our best. We learned someAshe, Holmes, Olive Swaby and
culties.
involving state teams.
cage championships. They thing this time. Next time you
prep
John W. Ashton, of IU, said InWith half of the squad's one-two club opened their itiniol" golf prod I to the Chicago Women's Golf club Henry McDaniel ran on the win.
recently...Well, it didn't happen rung 440-yard relay team.
diana has demonstrated in many had reached their peak against may be able to write a different z
punch from last year graduated,' gram Monday... under the super- like a ... u
i
any
m ert
Four other events (the 880-yard
an
ways its adherence to a strict pol- New Trier in the first round play. story."
the other unable to train with, vision of Agnes Williams, who has i
run, broad jump, mile relay and
Thus the Hellcats put away the !I HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The In-land
icy of racial equality and integra- Illinois reached its peak before it
Grif- done a magnificent job with the a good member of the Windy City,
Morgan
squad.
Coach
J.
the
deserted the bachelors when he discus throw) were omitted from
tion. He said the baseball con- stumbled up against Carl Cain third place trophy. One thing that dianapolis Clowns are set for an- fin is not likely to suggest any
• which caused niarried Albertha Moore, a mem- the meet because of bad weather.
tracts were signed without knowl- and the University of Iowa team, stands out was the fine sports- other season of baseball and fun- spectacular accomplishments from youngsters
her prompted reappointment as ber of the Chicago Women's Golf
edge of the recent changes in then fell down and didn't recover manship and clean play of the ,making, according to Syd Pollock, his 1956 cindermen.
in time to ward off a beating Dunbar team. In the first quarter the team's General Manager.
I chairman of the program ... Na- club . • . Last Sunday the Lamstate laws.
handed them by Northwestern uni- of the game against Edwardsville, Pollock reported from the Clowns, Jennis White, captain, quarter- omi Sanford is co-chairman . . berts had a house-warming par.
He said:
the Chicago's committed only one new headquarters at Hollywood, miler, broad-jumper, and anchor- I Archie Knuckles is the profes-; ty
. and their home was clutter"The University in the future versity.
on the fabled Pirate relay I sional who will instruct the young- I ed with members of both organizequarterfinal
the
Dunbar
got
by
foul.
'will not schedule games with any
, Fla., that the team will play its man
round by walloping Rantoul, 73- But what about the lack of civic first exhibition on April 15 in North team, does not train with the other sters in the fundamentals of golf tions . . With the ground dry- LOS ANGELES — (ANP) Forconflicting
58, then was unlucky enough to pride of Dunbar's so-called enthu- Carolina. He also stated that the harriers because of
.. holding classes each Monday ing out fast now, it will not be mer lightweight champion Jimmy
draw the powerful Rockford West siasts? A crowd of 125,000 welcom- Clowns will go on a barnstorm- academic and practice schedules. 1 at the Club's new clubhouse at long before the boys get the clubs Carter and Don Jordan of Caliteam, defending champions, and ed the Rockford West team home. mg tour with the New York Black White, a junior from Baltimore, is 5037 South Indiana ave. . . The out of the closet or attic and hit fornia have been matched for a
lost, 61-48. Rockford West went pn many thousands meeting them 125 Yankees. The two teams were hot the Central Intercollegiate Athle-1, girls have been laboring diligent- the fairways . . . At least the nationally televised 10-rounder in
tie association broad jump chamto win its second championship 'in miles outside of the city and es- rivals during the last season.
ly for the past months preparing more timid will do that . Those the Olympic auditorium here Fri.
pion, and placed third in the 440Edwardsville,
whipping
by
a row
corting the team
home. In Inthe new clubhouse . . . They've "hardy fellows around the Chicago day, March 29.
Headlining the Clowns aggrega- yard event last year.
Carter, three-time lightweight
67 to .65 in a hair raiser. Bob ,dianapolis, Crispus Attucks high tion this year will be first sacker
installed a practice net to be used area have been following the eluschampion,
will risk considerable
Washington sank a last second free for the second consecutive year: "Nature boy" Williams and third James Gilliam, the great hurd- by the members . . . and there ive white ball all winter .
I
took the state championship and baseman "Prince" Jo Henry. Hen- ler and relayer, was the other will be classes twice a week for have reference to fellows like prestige in the bout. Jordan, a
DENVER — (ANP) — The Chi. throw that was the cincher.
Year's outstanding the members, with Knuckles as Herb Fair and Jimmy
newcomer to the national scene,
cago Comets lost to the Phillips 1 The fact that Rockford West had the town turned out enmasse to ry is said to be a ringer for part of last
Wright ... is
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at
the
graduated
which
Dunbar
and
height
told
on
I
combine,
the
great
hand
all-Negro
the
squad a
66 Oilers in the quarter-finals of
"Goose" Tatum, who reportedly
the pro . .
plus a few others . ...
lightweight division.
close of the season.
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the AAU national tournament, 106-I gained third place by trouncing reception.
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Oak Park, 73 to 56, with Mel DaIn addition to placing third in
90.
We believe Dunbar deserves a Also returning in clowning
goals
and
field
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'is
15
dropping
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The Comets, Mid-west AAU
citizens' banquet. They have come roles will be King Tut and Spec the conference meet last year, the
A letter comes from Nat Jor- I should be addressed to Jordan at
Bucs won the North Carolina rechampion, reached the quarter-fin- gaming 32 points to help Dunbar a long way with only a cubbyhole Bebop and clown Ed Hamman.
games.
lays, and finished first in a mile- dan, president of the Paramount that address. . .
als by defeating the Green Frogs win its 29th victory in 32
of a gym to play in and only a
bit
bad-not
at
all.
and in
Not
a
Was out to Evanston, Ill., the
of San Jose, Cal., 79 to 62, and
Battleships of the U. S. navy are relay event in the Penn relays, Golf club of St. Louis .
few years back without any uniWest, it was
but lost on a disqualification.
it Jordan announces ithe date of other evening to see the San
Loyola university of New Orleans Against Rockford
forms. Who will start the move? named for the states.
another story. Just wasn't in the
the fifth annual Mack McCollum' Francisco Dons battle Southern
freshmen, 85 to 62.
books for Dunbar to win. Nolden
tournament . . It will be played Methodist, but did not have time
national
tourMaking their first
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. — Jackie
Gentry and John Wessels stand 6May 19-20 over the rugged 18-hole to stop and chat with some mem- Robinson, member of the Brook.
nament appearance with the CornSlaughter,
Guards
Bob
Don
6-3.
7,.
Forest Park course . . . There hers of the Twentieth Century lyn Dodgers, will be featured on
ets. were such stars as Wally
ashington and Tom Blake were
will be 36 holes of medal play for club . . Incidentally, those Chi-1 "Youth Night" May 15 at the
Choice, Indiana university star the
, under that height but what players
Jor- cago golfers who plan to corn- 'General Conference of The Methboth men and women .
past season; "Sweet Charlie" they were. Those were the boys
dan states that arrangements have, pele in the Peoria tournament can ottist Church here.
Brown, who also played with the
that played in the championship
been made to permit those players not get fast transportation on the
ndiana club; Willie Jones and Bill
Robinson will lead the parade of
game — just five of them, Wessels,
who cannot play Saturday to quail- trains . . . Also on the return ' "witnesses for the Church," ap.
Turner, former Chicago prep
who
is
co-captain
with
.Gentry,
fy on Sunday . • providing the trip ...
pearing on this program. Sera- stars; Marvin Roberts and Vern and Blake are white.
qualifying round is not started latin% as master of ceremonies will
McNeal, both formerly of Ten- Edwardsville had three Negro
will
There
.
er than 7:30 a. m. .
be Ralph Edwards of the "This is nessee State university, "Babe" stars in Governor Vaughn, 6-4,
be five fligitts or e men *
Your Life" television show.
Randall, and Abe Booker.
Mannie Jackson, 6-7, and Bob
and three for the women . .TliC I
Washington, 5-9.
by
sponsored
tournament will be
Dunbar hopes to
return • to
the Paramount club .. . and the I
Champaign next year, according
19th hole will be at the clubhouse, I LITTLE ROCK. Ark — Presi- ONE BAD YEAR
Coaches Erv Rittfneyer and
g
Four times in the last five years
4438 Easton ave...All inquiries dent M. Lafayette Harris of Phi_ I Tony Haffia, who was head coach
!ander Smith college was honored .Michigan State's season basketball
DURHAM, N. C. — (ANP)
until illness took him out of cir, by the faculty and student body , record was 13 wins and nine loss- Lee Calhoun, North Carolina colrunner,'
in commemoration of his 20 years es. In the off year, 1953-54, it
lege's sensational hurdle
I came out nine wins and 13 losses.
of service to the college.
who recently tied the AAU recI
hurhigh
yards
60
the
ord for
dles, will be given a rest from
BRADENTON, Fla. — (ANP)—
indoor competition, it was learnA fractured finger on his right
ed last week.
KANSAS CITY Kans. — (INS)1
hand may put catcher Elston I
Calhoun, whose 7.1 time over 60
A team representing the Hatied
recently
Baltimore
Howard
of the New York Yanat
yard
Harrisoneducevane, Cuba department of
Dillard's record, is being tion has been enterest in the third
kees out of action for three weeks,
Dr. Sydney Gayner, the team's
groomed in the meantime for the annual Women's Basketball assoKANSAS CITY — Texas Sou-!este Athletic association's champhysician, announced here last thern university last week lost its pion.
320 yards hurdles. Ile will now ciation tournament to be held in
week.
AS devote his time to training for Kansas City, March 30-31.
bid to win the National Associa- I TSU won the right to play in
Howard was hit by a foul tip tion of Intercollegiate
VIP outdoor events.
athletics the tournament by winning the
Bob Peck, vice-president of the
during spring training workout. basketball championship but be- NAIA's Western Division playoffs
Association, also announced Tues. AGGIE TRACK TEAM The
Walter Wade, Thurman Mc20-21; Penn relays,
April
Howard played an important came the first Negro team to go 'at Southern university. TennesA MARVELOUS SWITCH
day that the Joe Simpkins team
Johnson Hammond,
K o y,
lays, April 27-28. Members of
A & T college track team, one
State's of St. Louis will be another conin the Yankees pennant vic- all the way to the finals in the see State, champion of the Midrole
John Kobs, Michigan
Ferguson,
third
row:
Manuel
the team are front row, (kit
of the largest in the history of
last season.
tory
veteran baseball coach, switched testant.
west Athletic association conferannual meet
Robert J. Bailey, Walter Bell,
to right): Paul Harris, Eddie
the college, is hard at work in
Robin Roberts from first-bese to
and winner of the NAIA
ence
college
of
Lake
State
manager;
McNeese
Howlett,
Robert
Favors,
Samuel
Tucker,
and
three
big
preparation for
Philadelphia
pitching when the
Division playoffs, and
Eastern
Tigers,
nosed
out
the
La.,
horiCharles,
flag
has
13
and
CleveAmerican
The
('harks Hawkins,
Kenneth Dunlay. Second row:
The Lincoln highwaY„New York meets during April. The team
Philly_ star was a sophomore at
win the crown and the Central State, went to the quarter.
and
to
55
to
white
seven
60
six
stripes,
land
Lewis.
zontal
Quantico
Andrew
Fulton,
Thomas
Day,
the
in
will
compete
State. He had naiver pitched be- , to San Francisco, is 3,384 miles
rig I t to meet the National Collo- I finals,
red,
relays, April 1-7; Alabama relong.
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•

Florida And Georgia Colleges Bar
IU's Catcher; Hoosiers End Pact
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•
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Clowns Set
ror Another
F
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Chicago Women Open Clubhouse

Jim Carter Signs
To Fight Don Jordan

Comets Lose
To Phillips
In AAU Bid

Mack McCollum Tourney

Jackie Robinson To
Lead Parade At
Methodist Meeting

College Honors
20-Year Leader

Calhoun Will Be
Rested By Coach 'Ito

Cuban Girls Team
Enters Cage Meet

(ore,

-

Elston Howard Hurt,'
Put On Sidelines

Texas Southern Defeated
n NAIA Tourney Final

•
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Booker T. Washington \ French Children's Art
Viewed At Tenn. State 0
By DARMY BAILEY
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Hi! Spring being here leads
one to think of this month — just
as fanciful a nd changeable as
ever — with great speculation.
The first few days of this month
5yere not misleading at all. March
Its we know, is a month of "all
",tether variety." This does not
stop us from thinking of the new
. blossoms and sustble and bustle
that come with spring. So while
we take you on another tour of PLANNING
MARKETING
Dr. William L. Crump, TennesS. A. 0. J. C., relax and follow Clinic to be held at Tennessee
see State's public relations di• your scribes as we relate the hap- State university, Nashville,
rector; Wendell P. Alston, Es.
- penings and the seasonal she- April 5-7 are seated left to
so Standard Oil representative
nanagins at Owen college.
and NAMD vice president;
right, Moss H. Kendrix, presiAs we have said about spring dent of the Moss II. Kendrix
and Dr. H. Naylor Fitzhugh,
• and its new facade so does Owen Organization, Washington, D.
professor of marketing, Ilowcollege have a new and gala event C., and the National Associaa r d University. (Standing)
coming this spring . . the insti- tion of Market Developers;
Joseph Albright, national repfution's first graduating class. We
like to think of the students who ,
are graduating in June as being
, matriculated pioneers of t h e
'mighty hornets' nest." This history making occasion will long,
--live in the hearts of some of the
"-greatest young people in the world. The PTA of Keel school will in participating as well as conRELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
feature a "bouquet of Fashions" t buting to the goals of Keel
. Regular chapel services were
on Sunday, April 15, from 3 to
„held on Thursday in the chapel.
An acclaimed fashion model, she
school, Fourth
The college minister, Rev. C. 6 p. m., at the
modeled with such fashion
has
Keel ave., featuring popular
. Thomas Paige, delivered the mes- and
models as Marva Louis Spaulding,
fashion model, Martha Jean
Vivian Pryor and Cordie King.
sage for both day and extended
Steinberg.
She has done commercial model‘day students. The college choir,
Steinberg for the ing with such firms as the Pet
;under the direction of Mrs. Doro- Martha Jean
agreed to a Milk company, Carlings (Black
this
year,
time
first
thy T. Graham, provided music
personal appearance, when Label) and the Royal Crown
rare
for these services.
asked by members of the Keel Bottling company.
On Good Friday the "Seven Last
School PTA to model. This graWords of Christ" will be preachcious action stems from the fact FASHION EXCITEMENT
-41d in the college chapel by sev- that not only is Martha Jean the
Models which she has selected
en of our local ministers. T h e charming mother of three beauti- and trained will join Martha Jean
public is invited to attend these ful girls, Diane Yvette, Sandra in showing you the new designs
4ierViCeS.
Kay, and Trienera Esther, b u t that are causing fashion excite.STUDENT ACTIVITIES
also because of her keen interest ment this spring. In addition, the
The dormitory students are glad
37 students of Keel will make their
to welcome Miss Juanita Brann
I debut and bring you the styles
' colors that are new for spring
back to the fold. Miss Brann, a
and right for them, and your
popular freshman, has been home
youngsters.
in Union City on an extended visit
Avith a very close sick relative.
Come early . so you won't
MEET
miss any of this special show dediPlans are being made to hold
cated to the fashion conscious, with
its smart, new, and beautifully
.;,11 ping-pong tournament in the
styled fashions Sunday, April 15,
By A. DELO.ACH, jr.
.
which is the
near future
Russell Eddins, widely known 3-6 p. m. at Keel School.
reason the fellows are doing so
-much practice in the recreation local sports fan, was elected dean
room. This will settle some of the of umpires for the forthcoming
arguments that are often held as season of the semi-pro baseball
.:to the 'champion' of the table league at the loop's meeting last
week.
- tennis crowd.
League President Euless Hunt
The Freshman A and B Classes
-presented a play — "He Is Ris- announced during the meeting that
-en, Indeed," on Tuesday, March the league was making a $25 con27, at the regular assembly per- tribution to the YMCA.
Teams are already working out
iod. This play was concerned
'with some of the events that took and they go into action April 5
place after the crucifixion of for a month's Spring exhibitions
Christ. The cast included some and official play opens May 1,
outstanding sophomore students of Commissioner J. D. Williams said.
League officers are:
'drama.
Euless Hunt. president; Johnson
1: The Lone Star highway from Saulsberry, vice president; ArChicago to Lake Charles, La., is nett Hirsch, treasurer; Z. P. Pitt,1,.190 miles long,
man, recording secretary; Robert
D. Williams, commissioner; Melvin Tuggle and Herman Prude, reporters.
CAN YOU USE
T'ne boar d of directors consists of Eddie McGowan, chairman; Allen Hamilton, J. D. WilMORE
liams, Arnett Hirsch, Z. P. PittDO DINE WITH US say memman, Euless Hunt and Robert
bers of the Gardenis Thrift
Shores.
Club who are sponsoring a turkey dinner on Sunday, April
GROUND FLOOR
Fight Every iNiight
13 at the residence of Mr. and
STERICK BUILDING
Mrs. Palmer Jefferson of 976
NEW
ORLEANS
—
(INS)
—
A
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
Lewis st. Left to right (seatsign in a New Orleans tavern often
GET PREFERENTIAL
patronized by sailors reads:
ed) Mrs. Mattie Morris, Mrs.
SERVICE'.
"We don't have TV, but we ' J. A. Martin, Mrs. Mary Jefguarantee a fight every night."

The showing here was a part of
By MABEL B. CROOKS
paintings, and included Paris landSENIORS TAKE TEST
NASHVILLE — A showing of
scapes, genre, decoration, porA host of the brainy students at
French children's paintings was traits.
Booker T. Washington settled down
Tenopened for public viewing at
Displayed along with the art exto take the Howard university
nessee State university last week hibit was a selected group of chilscholarship test last week.
in the University library.
dren's books in French for AmerSome of the ones were Barbara
The collection consisted of work ican children of all ages. This
Kendall, Darnell Thomas, Robert
done by Paris public school chil- exhibit was loaned by the French
Hall, George Brown, Wilbert Whitdren, age nine to 16. This was Book Guild. Miss Lois Daniel if
ney, Marvin Plunkett, Frances
the first time in this country that university librarian.
Thomas, Clara Averyhart, Joan
such a collection had been put
Williams, James Craigen a n d
into circulation by the Cultural
George Miller.,
Services of the French Embassy
Charles Baker, Moss Y. Brooks,
in the United States.
Joseph White, Mary Cole, Tequilla
Lott, Pearl Westbrooks, Claudia Morris Walker Darmy Bailey
Palmer, Naomia McAfee, Le Roy
James Threets,
Summerset, Carl McKinney, Ger- William Taylor,
Mrs. Leona S. Tatum was host- '
Lorene Massey,
aldine McCray and a few others. Gloria Massey,
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ferson, Mrs. A. Moore. 2nd
row 14: Mrs. Velma Tell, Mrs.
L. M. Burchfield, Mrs. Winnie
Wilson, Mrs. Irma Whitaker,
and Mrs. Irma Toney. Contact
any of the ladies shown for
reservations or call Mrs, Lula
Burchfield at BR 8-3796...
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FLAME OF THE ISLAND

FRED MACMURRAY SCORES
IN TENSE ACTION FILM AT
NEW DAISY THEATRE
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Sophisticates
In Dance Plans

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
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'46 Thru '52 MODELS

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES -- MODELS

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.

67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS

GRADE

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT

The CLUB EBONY
• SPECIALIZING IN GOOD FOOD •
SEAFOODS - STEAKS. CHOPS
SHORT ORDERS - SANDWICHES
ORCHESTRA - DANCING NIGHTLY
Catering To Parties And Clubs
ANDREW MITCHELL, OWNER

500 Beale Avenue

JA 5-2873

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

man, and certainly no gunman in
the western tradition, he finds
himself facing the crisis of his
life when a band of killers terrorize Plainview.
The townfolk are cowed by the
outlaws and the story roars to a
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singlehanded.
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Walter Brennan contributes an- DAISY Theatre for a 3 day ran.
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son of Mrs. Lexa Wilson, of High- Julliard where she is completing
SCHOOL BURNED
The men teachers and some of. Shultz, superintendent of schools.
way 70. West. died suddently. Fua work for the master's in piano,
Last Wednesday night. March neral arrangements at this writing. is a student of the renowned
the boys were most cooperative1 Prof. L. R. Jackson is echos,
14, fire completely demolished the were Incomplete. News reached James Friskis. Her program will
in planting the shrubbery by the principal.
Eldridge Butler Elementary School here that Alfrecia Farley died in include a Bach Suite and Beet.
at Madison, thereby necessitating Toledo, Ohio.
I hoven•s "Lex Adieux" Sonata.
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Patterson, N. J. enroute home is being
and got all the chores done, you time eliminates a safety hazard.
His suggestion was a "T" type
from New Orleans, was the house I wonder if the program is recog- might have time to go some place
guest of Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke nizing the home and the family ! on your own Saturday afternoon. wrench to use in resetting the
last week. Richard King, a gradu- as the major point of focus? If See if your mother won't help you slitter scorer machine that is used
ate of Lincoln High school and at not the program may be destined in persuading your father that a to slit and score cardboard for
present a student of Northwestern either to failure or to mediocre girl your age needs some time to use in making cartons. His foreuniversity, was a recent visitor in results. Parents are, should be, be with her own friends. Mean- man is Charles McCutcheon, of
1250 Cella.
Forrest City.
and always have been more in- time, keep your chin up!
The Semper Fidelis Club held its terested in the welfare of children
regular meeting at the Christ ' and youth, than anyone else could
be. Since guidance is interested
solely in the welfare of the individual child, the parent and the
school meet 'on the eommo II
ground of mutual interest.
' Dear Carlotta:
I am a girl of 16 and I live on
I a farm. After school and during
school time on Saturdays I must
help on the farm. My friends
aren't friendly because they don't
think I am sociable. I make excuses when my (riends ask me
3 sacks $1.00
BLACK MUCK
to go places. I am ashamed to
SHADE TREES, 15 Feet tall, 4 fest wide
that use to live at the Mississippi State line will close
puts you In touch, Pastor
tell them the truth because I am
give
not
readings.
will
Des
and
now
office
EVERGREEN . ,,. 50c and ep
to
her
the
the only girl who works on the
bad weather she is unable te build her Isessen. Bas sure
farm. My daddy won't listen to
POCAHONTAS saved tha hood of
pick-upload
per
$5.00
all
*4
kinds
FERTILIZER
BARNYARD
to watch the Tri-State Defender or The Memphis World
me. He thinks I should be proud
John Smith. But why worry your head off
to help. Disgusted.
newspapers for the opening date. She'll open again when
$8-00 per pick-up load
LEAF-MOLD.-.,
when you're separated from someone?
Dear Disgusted:
the weather is good and will notify you where her new
Why are you ashamed to tell
Quicicl You're in touch by Long Dislonee.
office will be.
your friends you're helping your
It's so easy, so low in cost. Brings pooco
fatber. Don't you imagine that
of mind. Lilco to coil someone now?
your friends have to help around
their homes, too Explain to them
daughters or sisters reading for her while her office is
Ws Twice As Fast to Can by Neinkesse
. without hesitation why you can't
will
Sh•
he
cthers.
by
misled
notify
you
of
closed. Don't
go when they ask. Ann by to work
111014TWEININI BULL TIBL5IPN01111115
the new location and opening date through the Tri-State
out some arrangement with yo,ir
AND 111,101,4PN COMPANY
Defender or The Memphis World.
father whereby you do a certain
amount of work each week, not
Miro Anna Lee
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MADAM
BELL

I

Greatest Palmist

The one that you all know

We do pruning, trimming and fertilizing plants wih liquid fertilizer.,. 25c pr plant.

FREEMAN & FREEMAN NURSERY

2743 PARK AVE.
We's'

PH. 4-2777

MADAM BELL WILL HAVE NO

Long Distance

.0.41.11: .411
.11111NY .

16 IRI:STATEhD!FIENIDE195i6
at.M
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GOINGS AT OWEN
Dean Thomas I. Willard an d accompanied the group.
Registrar Leotis Peterrnan are in
The second annual 'Good FriNormal, Ala., attending a dean's day' service will
be held in the
and registrars meeting at Ala- chapel Friday,
March 30, 1956,
bama A & M college.
from noon until three o'clock. The
On Monday, March 19, the phy- ervice last year was very gratisical science 11 and 12 classes, fying to those who attended. This
along with the students majoring year we are looking forward to
In business went to the Ford Mot- an even larger gathering.
or company assembly plant en one
Easter Sunday morning at six
of their many field trips. This o'clock the sunrise Easter service
tour provided some of the ans- will be hid on the campu
s. A
wers to the many questions con- special message — "The
Futility
cerning mass-production.
of Unbelief," — is to be deliverI
Paul Kelly, captain of the bas- ed by the college minister, Rev. OFFICERS
OF the recently orwho was the installing officDavenport, corresponding secketball team, has been offered, C. Thomas Paige. The public is
ganiezd Memphis Tougaloo
er. Left to right — Mrs. Ann
retary; Miss Luaretta Whitea scholarship by an Alabama col- cordially invited to attend these
Southern Christian college AlHall, chaplain; Harvey Dorlege. However, Mr. Kelly is still services. Rev. Paul Carnes, pashead, secretary; Mrs. Rosa
umni club. At the extreme
an, (stand-in for M J. Parker,
pondering his decision. Mr. Kelly, tor of the First Unitarian church,
Bracy Haynes, vice president,
right
Is Dean A. A. Branch
treasurer); Miss Mae Isom
an average student and a fine ath- city, delivered a stirring mesand Samuel R. Brown, presilete, is a graduate of Booker 1Vash- sage, during regular chapel servdent. (Hooks Photo.)
ington high. Mr. Kelly is also ice Thursday. The college minispresident in the college chorus, ter delivered a message to the
major is general education. He extended day students during their
has as his hobbies reading, all chapel services.
sports, and singing and listening
Rev. and Mrs. C. Thomas Paige,
to music.
(our college minister and his
GEETER VISIT
charming wife) were blessed with
A group of approximately twen- the birth of not one, but two daugh.
ty five seniors from Geeter high ters Thursday, March 15. Their
school graced our campus with names, Inena Mae and Carlena
Sound use of credit and improv- ditional funds fors operat
ing their agrees because in addition to
their presence, Thursday, March Faye — Owen College '74.
coted farming practices are helping farm that year.
ton and soybeans, the Lathomses
22. These students were makMr.
Mrs.
and
Otis Lathoms, a DEBT LOOKED LARGE
man withouta purpose is soon
now have a year-round garden, oving an extensive tour of the city down at Zero. Better
to have a colored farm family of Earle,' At first the family was a little er 100 layers, and
and its varied landmarks and bad purpose
a dozen head
Ark.,
to
get
on
their
feet,
says afraid. To them the debt looked
than no purpose at
of cattle and hogs grazing in imR. L. Jones and Dr. Montee Falls all.
District Agent T. R. Betton of awful large. But their
confidence proved pastures which Soil
conthe Arkansas State Extension was reinforced by a visit
of Jesse servationist Chester Durley helped
Service.
Mason, county administrative aide them to develo
p.
Until six years ago, the couple of the Farmers Home. who joined
But Mrs. Lathoms is proudest
had been sharecropping all their hands with Mr. Vaughns to
ad- of her new
home. She planned
lives in Mississippi and Arkansas.' vise them on farm problems.
And it; room by room,
closets, kitchen
Today they are buying an 80- their confidence was comple
tely cabinets, color
scheme and all
acre farm, haVe an attractive restored last fall when their gross
with the help of her home demonnew home, a new barn and doul- returns totaled up to $17,000
stratio
n agent, Mrs Levada P.
ty and a new tractor.
The first thing they did was
As recently as six years ago, to begin paying the Government Mason.
the Lathomses lived in a broken- back. "If all goes well," says Mr. "We have our home and our
down house and managed their Lathoms, "we'll be able to
pay farm to enjoy every day," says
land so poorly that it yielded out in five years.'
Mrs. Lathoms, "and we are workonly about half a bale of cotton
District Agent Betten says he ing hard
The Music Department of Won- to Japan for duty
to pay for them "
with the 3rd ' to the acre. Their other resourcder High School presented "Pan- Marine Division.
es included two old mules, a bony
orama," a musical show, last FriI cow staked out in a patch of weeds
EASTER PROGRAM
day night under the direction of
There will be an Easter pro- and grass, and five sorry layers
Zdrs. T. Durley. Soloist on program at the Church of God In that rooseted under the house.
gram were: Carletta Jackson, "I
Although the Lathomses were
Christ, S. 15th at., on Sunday
Believe;" Mary Porter, "Rock
night, April 1. The public is invit- buying their farm, they weren't
and Roll Waltz;" Sonny Bateman,
"Great Pretender," and "Band of ed. Mrs. G. Hightower, chairman making much headway, says Mr.
Gold'! also by Raymond Thomas. of the program Committee; Mrs. Betton and were even beginning
W. L. Rodgers, church reporter; to be afraid that they were not
The 9th Grade presents a Waltz
Elder F. Smith, pastor.
going to be able to meet their
"Always;" 10th Grade danced to
Under the leadership or the "re- notes.
"Dungaree Doll;' 11th Grade presented "Who;" and the 12th grade siding Elder, Rev. W. H. laL Id ASKED FOR HELP
Then one day Mr. Lathoms
'-'Are You Satisfied," with Jethro the second quarterly, Sunday,.sar.
18, at the Bethel AME church stopped by the office of Assistant
Terrell as soloist. The group rendered "There's no Business like on North 8th st. Rev, J. M. C County Agent Thomas F. Vaughns
Wade is pastor.
in Marion and asked for help. The
Show Business,- and "The Way
Funeral Services for Mrs. Abbie agent set out to try to help him
You Look Tonight." Others on proMiles Parker were held Sunday, increase his cotton yield.
gram were Carletta Jackson,
March 18, at the Pilgrim Rest
First he took soil samples from
Jessie Hubbard and Lula Long,
who sang "I'll Get By," Carletta Baptist church on S. 13th st. Rev. the farm and had them tested to
C. A. Dawson officiated, and the find out what composition a n d
Jackson, Jessie Hubbard and some
West Memphis Funeral Home was quality of fertilizer was best
suitboys danced to "Bonnie Lassie."
in charge.
ed to the land. Also he recomSEWING CIRCLE
mended the variety of cottonseed
The Social Sewing Circle wishes
which was proving most satisto express their sympathy to Mr.
factory in the county. These steps
and Mrs. M. L. Long, 486 Wicks,
helped increase the Lathomses
Memphis, whose son, PS 3 Roblint cotton yield from less than
ert L. Hardy, jr., was killed in
300 to more than 700 pounds per
Korea, He was a 1946 graduate C II
acre.
of Booker T. Washington High
With their production looking up,
school and played on the football
Mr. and Mrs. Lathoms began to
team 1945 and 1946. He served
with the armed forces 9 years. PETERSBURG. Va. — The de cast about two years ago for a
Mrs. Betty McIntosh, president Paur Infantry Chorus. Leonard de loan to clear more of their land,
of the circle; Mrs. W. C. Carson, Paur, conductor, gave a concert buy a tractor, and build a barn.
Tuesday in Virginia Hall Audito- a poultry house,
secretary, and Mrs. Nancy B.
and a comfortrium, Virginia State college. This able home.
Steele, instructor.
was
the
third
time that de Paur
After being turned down by
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Kilgore of
306 S. 15th st., were very happy has appeared before audiences in two private !ending firms, they
this area. Each time he has ap- ' went to
the Farmers Home adlast week when their son, Sgt.
peared before "standing-room 2 ministration
Alvin W. Kilgore, Camp Le Juene,
which refinanced the
only" audiences and each concert mortga
ge on their farm and loanN. C., visited them while en route
a triumph for him and his group ed
them the money, plus some ad-

Sound Credit, Good Farming Helps
Earle, Ark Farmer Show Progress

West Memphis
News

By Tommy Parker

i-tam-tgg w
Tougaloo 4Iumni Club Dis
cussed By
Formed In Bluff City Ark. Women
A Memphis Tougaloo Sout Liem Christian College Alumni club
was organized recently at the Abe
Schraff Branch YMCA with a
number of Alumni and former students on hand.
Samuel R. Brown was elected
presttient of the group. Other officers are Mrs. Rasa Bracy
Haynes, vice president; Miss Lauretta Whitehead, secretary; Miss
Mae Isom Davenport, corresponding secretary; M. J. Parker,
treasurer and Mrs.
Ann Hall. eh"'
lain.

Ga. Cops-Hunt i
Church Arsonist

Dean A. A. Branch was on hand
for the installation of the officers,
and mentioned that this club was
the first to be organized since
the merger of the two schools. He
also reminded the group of the
opportunity they have to render a
great service to the school.
Approximately sixteen alumni
and former students have voiced
their desires and intention of be-

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Richmond
county authorities are searching
for an arsonist who seem to prefer churches. The .unidentified
culprit is said to have set nine
fires at various places in the New
Testament Baptist church on
Peach Orchard rd.
One fire was ignited in a crib
in the church nursery and another
in the pastor's study.

coming affiliated with the newly
organized group. The president
asks that 'any former student of
either of the schools contact one
of the other of the officers for
participation in the club.

The Woollard Home Demonstration club met at Mrs. Eddie
B. Simpson's home with 10 members attending. The president, Mrs.
Emily Williams presided.
An interesting discussion on
"Why I Should Participate in The
Ham and Egg Show," was conducted by the secretary, Mrs.
Mary Rivers. Assistant H o m •
Demonstration Agent _Mrs. L. P.
Mason, gave a demonstration on
making a pie crust The meeting
was adjourned by repeating the
H. D. Creed.
Two club members reported on
their recent trips to Chicago and
Milwaukee: Mrs. Lucy Peoples
and Mrs. Emmer Williams have
returned from these points where
they visited relatives.
The Woollard H. D. club wishes
to invite all of the H. D. clubs
to attend a "Fish Fry" April 8
at 2 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Mary Rivers,

Opening April 2
ARTHUR DRUG STORE
31 I

208 W. BROOKS AVENUE

WALKER'S HOME SUB-DIVISION
Prescription Department - Soda Fountains
Drugs And Sundries
OSCAR RUTSKY, OWNER

Don't miss the fun of smoking

de Paur Group
o ege Guest

HILL'S

BARGAIN

II Mall

STORE

328 SOUTH MAIN

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Folks, here is a chance of a lifetime to
buy your Easter and other goods retail
for less than wholesale prices. Sales
beginning Friday, March 30, in these
three locations: Hill's Bargain Stores, Corint
h, Mississippi, on the corner of Wick
Street
; Boliver, Tennessee and 328 South Main
Street, Memphis, Tennessee. Here you
will be
able to buy DRY GOODS, SHOES, HARD
WARE, PAIN T, FURNITURE, JEWELRY,
LUGGAGE and thousands of other bargains
too numerous to mention. Watch for circu.
tars and listen to the radio and be sure to be
there FRIDAY, MARCH 30, without fail.
W. are unloading thousands of dollars
worth of merchandise regardless of
price. Come and bring your friends with
you.

HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF THE THOUSANDS
OF BARGAINS YOU WILL FIND . . .
UP TO $49.50

UP TO $29.50

MEN'S SUITS

COAT SUITS
and TOPPERS

from $895
to

$1350

from

$388 to $888

$12.95

UP TO $16.50 BEAUTIFUL

LUGGAGE
$588

RINGS

Fine Tobacco Filters Best

only $144

Be sure and look for circulars and study the
prices. It will mean CASH in your pocket.
COME RAIN OR SHINE.
•••• • •

For Flavor and Mildness

•Don't miss the fun of smoking.
Mildness is something you enjoy ... it's a
pleasure with PALL MALL, because
PALL MALL's natural filter—greater length
of traditionally fine tobaccos—travels the
smoke further, filters the smoke
and makes it mild.
•so—get more fun out of smoking! Enjoy
smoothness, mildness and satisfaction no
other cigarette can offer. Buy PALL MALL
in the distinguished red package today!

Outstanding...and they are mild
.4LC*. iestOOvC1

•

Of 174 v‘ff/clan tkleo.ffp_C
eleole *MIRK A'S 1.11ADING MAPOVIACTUItti
Of CIGAPITIte

Your appreciation of PALL MALL quality
has made it America's
most successful and most Unitated cigaret
te.

•

•

